
SafeGem
 

We know our Moon.We know our Moon.
LitePaper

 Safe Community Token



SafeGem is the ultimate GEM we were all
searching for in this year's bull-run. 

 
The search is Now over. 

This is SafeGem - a frictionless high-yield
generation protocol combined with continuous
permanent burn, with a grand vision! We aim to
create an exclusive platform that will
authenticate precious stones by providing
digital certification for gems.

6% of all transactions is automatically
redistributed to its holders. This allows making
more money than any bank can offer as
compound interest return. 

Besides passive income, what
makes SafeGem special is that after
presale is completed, 53.25% of
SafeGem tokens will be burnt forever
to permanently reduce circulating
supply. More than that, 5% of each
transaction is also burnt forever.  
 These key aspects, combined with a
competent marketing plan will just
keep on giving to the long term
holders.

SafeGem - Explained

YOUR INVESTMENT WILL MULTIPLY BY JUST HOLDING
SAFEGEM! 

6% TO YOU -  5% BURNED



Safegem applies two simple functions: Reflection and
Continuous Burn

6% of each transaction is redistributed to existing holders

5% of each transaction is burnt forever which permanently
reduces SafeGem's total supply

SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION

Tokenomics

7% Dev and Marketing

53.25% Burned 
Tokens

SAFEGEM PROTOCOL

25% Pre-Sale

14.75% Liquidity 
Pool (Locked)



The trust of our community is crucial for us! This is why we've taken
the following actions to ensure safety and security for our investors.

Presale

Fairly distributed presale. SafeGem has entered the crypto space
through a presale campaign hosted by DxSale.  The specifics of the
presale were designed to ensure a dump-proof, healthy price action
for future holders after launch.

Liquidity Locked

Liquidity locked on DXLocker for 1 year.

Dev and Marketing Wallet Locked

Dev and Marketing wallet locked for 30 days with gradual unlocking
procedure.

MaxTX - Dump Proof Transaction Limitation

We have implemented in our smart contract a function called MaxTX
that protect agains massive dumps from whales, meaning that a
transaction can't exceed a certain percentage of the circulating
supply.

Ownership Renouncement

After presale and the initial burn, all keys are burnt and ownership will
be renounced so SafeGem will become a true community owned and
community-driven token. This, together with the aspects mentioned
above, will ensure that SafeGem is 100% rug proof. 

Safety



Q2 - 2021

Smart Contract creation 

Website launch and social media channels

Presale

53.25% of total supply burnt

Blockfolio listing

Coingecko and CoinMarketCap listing

Audit

Marketing plan - phase 1

SafeGem mobile app (Beta version)

Roadmap

Having a vision means everything for a project. This is what we
planned for the next 9 months, but we take very seriously our
community's feedback and this roadmap can be changed
accordingly.



Small-Mid tier exchange listing

Partnership Announcements

Website rebranding

Team scaling

Q3 - 2021

Marketing Plan - phase 2

NFT Marketplace

Implementation of Community Initiatives

Q4 - 2021

Launch NFT Authenticator via Digital Certificates for
precious stones

Ecosystem expansion

Large tier exchange listing



Disclaimer

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
 

The information provided on this Website and Litepaper or by the SafeGem team or its contributors (if any) does not
constitute an investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of

the Website and Litepaper's content as such. Any information presented on this Website and Litepaper does not constitute a
recommendation that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Please always conduct your own due

diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing the SafeGem token, you
agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the SafeGem team and its contributors (if

any) harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. 
 
 

NO WARRANTY
 

This Website and Litepaper, the SafeGem token and/or any content, data, materials, is presented on an "as is" basis without
any warranties of any kind, whether express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement and the SafeGem team or its contributors (if any) is not required to
provide any support or services. The SafeGem team does not guarantee that the investors of the SafeGem token would not

lose money. The SafeGem team or its contributors (if any) does not guarantee compliance with any country across the world.
Please always make sure that you are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. We

reserve the right to make changes or updates to this Website and Litepaper at any time without notice.
 
 

RISK DISCLOSURE
 

Please note there are always risks associated with smart-contracts. Please use them at your own risk. All information
contained herein should be independently verified and confirmed. We do not accept any liability for any loss or damage

whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or services. Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall the
SafeGem team, owners, or contributors (if any) be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use,

loss of profits, or loss of data arising out of or in any way connected with the use of this Website and Litepaper or the
SafeGem token. You agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless SafeGem and its contributors (if any) from and against

any and all claims, liabilities, damages, losses or expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, arising out of or in
any way connected with your access to or use of this Website and Litepaper and use of the SafeGem token. Please be aware

of the risks involved with any trading done in any financial market. Under no circumstances are the SafeGem team or its
contributors (if any) responsible for the actions, decisions, or other behaviour taken or not taken by you in reliance upon the

cryptocurrency market. Do not trade with money that you cannot afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a
qualified financial advisor before making any investment decisions.

 
 
 
 


